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Motospeed CK61 RGB Mechanical Keyboard (white)
Get an edge over your rivals with the keyboard from Motospeed! The accessory supports anti-ghosting technology to prevent accidental
pressing of unwanted keys. Equipped with blue switches, it will perform well both at work and during games. It stands out for its long key
life,  up  to  50  million  clicks.  In  addition,  the  sealed  design  prevents  water  from  entering  and  damaging  the  accessory,  while  14  RGB
backlighting modes give the CK61 a gaming touch.  
 
Rugged construction
The CK61 is a mechanical keyboard that stands out for its incredible durability. The device has 61 keys with a lifespan of up to 50 million
clicks. In addition, its leak-proof design protects the CK61 from flooding. So you can use it even during the most exciting games without
worrying about damage. 
 
Compatible
Are you worried that the keyboard will not be compatible with your hardware? Don't be! The accessory has a USB 2.0 port, so you can
successfully connect it to a computer with Windows XP / 7 / 8 / 10 / Mac OS.
 
Gaming RGB backlighting
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Complete your gaming zone with the Motospeed keyboard. The CK61 features RGB backlighting for a stylish look. Plus, you can choose
from 14 modes to personalize the look of the accessory.
 
Included:
keyboard
USB-C to USB cable
key puller
user manual
	Manufacturer
	Motospeed
	Model
	CK61
	Type 
	Mechanical
	Switches
	Kailh White
	Color
	White
	Connection
	Wired
	Key life
	50 million clicks
	Backlighting
	RGB
	Number of keys
	61
	Interface
	USB-C to USB
	Operating current
	300 mA
	Operating voltage
	DC 5V
	Material
	ABS + aluminum alloy
	Compatibility
	Windows XP / 7 / 8 / 10, Mac OS
	Dimensions
	290 x 100 x 40 mm
	Weight
	465 g
	Other
	Anti-ghosting function, 14 backlight modes, customizable backlight modes, 8 backlight color versions, 12 function keys, WIN lock, N-key
rollover

Price:

€ 41.00
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